Radiotherapy
is a team effort
Become part
of the ESTRO Team

ESTRO gathers
together more than
7000 radiotherapy professionals
to shape the radiation oncology of tomorrow

ESTRO corporate membership offers many
opportunities to companies to engage with a
continuously growing community of radiation
oncology specialists across the globe.
It is our ambition to make that engagement evolve
into a true partnership in which ESTRO is the
bridge between our corporate partners and all the
communities involved in radiation oncology.

Let your company become an
ESTRO corporate member to:
Receive brand visibility on ESTRO’s media
and communications
Get direct access to the radiation oncology community
Be the first one to book your exhibition space at ESTRO
congresses (Gold corporate members only)
Become an ESTRO advisory corporate council member
to support the long-term objectives of the society (Gold
corporate members only)

What opportunities do ESTRO corporate members have?
ESTRO congresses

ESTRO workshops

ESTRO courses

Both in Europe and Asia, ESTRO
congresses attract a growing number
of health care professionals every year,
in order to discuss the current state
and future challenges of radiation
oncology. As a corporate partner, you
will have the opportunity to engage
with this global community and truly
connect with your target.

ESTRO workshops allow radiotherapy
specialists to discuss the most recent
scientific developments per specific
areas before these are published. They
are extremely focussed and represent
a perfect opportunity to have in-depth
engagement with a specific audience
on a specific topic.

Organised on a global scale, ESTRO
courses are the core of our educational
programme. Tens of thousands of
health care professionals have
attended these courses, gaining the
knowledge required to take the next
step in their professional careers.

Corporate members benefits
Gold
Corporate

Corporate

5

3

Full exhibitor badges per each 9 sqm rented

2

1

Regular exhibitor badges per each 9 sqm rented

1

2

Visibility in Corporate members directory on ESTRO website
Priority in maintaining sponsored items for the following year*

General

Complimentary individual corporate representative members
Invitation to sit on the ESTRO Advisory Corporate Council
Visibility in the ESTRO annual report
Preferential fee for company delegates during teaching courses
NEW Promotion of 2 virtual satellite symposium sessions via email blasts
NEW Scientific & Educational Collaboration with ESTRO Executive Council

ESTRO congresses and activities
(excl. joint events)

NEW Creation of Joint Research Projects with ESTRO Executive Council
Priority to book exhibition space, advertising, sponsoring, satellite symposia

Preferential fee on company exhibitors' badges (Teaching courses only)
Acknowledgement in Exhibitor Directory
Company name marked in exhibitors list
Access to pre build-up day for = or > 100 sqm rented booths (Annual Conference Only)
Possibility of personal appointment to collect exhibitors badges
Invitation to the Presidential reception (Annual Conference Only)

2

* It does not apply to the onsite advertising options. It is only valid for the sponsorship of Congress Material, Super Run and the Stage. If another company shows interest in
the sponsorship of these above-mentioned items in the following year, the sponsor of the previous year will be contacted first.

Follow us on
www.estro.org

